
Thank you for purchasing the Workrite Natural OLED Desk Light. We hope you enjoy the rich, evenly diffused 

light only OLED light sources can provide. OLED technology enables Natural to render colors in amazing

accuracy without producing glare, UV or blue light. Perfect for reading-intensive environments, the Natural 

Desk Light allows users to work in absolute comfort without eye strain. 

If you should have any questions or comments we would love to hear from you at www.workriteergo.com. 



What is OLED & why is it unique? 

Attention

 The light emitting material in OLED is created from 100% organic compounds synthesized   
 from elements of carbon and hydrogen – the basic building blocks for all living organisms.  
 As a result, the entire OLED light source has no hazardous materials.
 
The broad-band light emission of organic materials creates a balanced light distribution that   
 is comfortable to look at, devoid of harsh shadows and has exceptional color accuracy. 
 
Luminaires are virtually maintenance-free and highly efficient.
 
OLEDs are cool to the touch and easy to handle while illuminated. 
 
Incredibly thin and lightweight, OLED light emission is truly unlike any other light source. 

Plug the transformer into the back of the base.

Plug the transformer into any Type A, 110-220V outlet.

Gently touch the center of the base on the black touch sensor.

Touch once for 15% brightness, touch twice for 50% brightness, touch a third time for 100% 
brightness, and touch a fourth time to turn the light off.

With proof or purchase, Workrite warrants to the original purchaser that the light fixture  
is free from defects in design, material and workmanship for a period of 5 years or the  
maximum hourly performance rating, whichever comes first. Transformers are warranted  
for a period of 1 year. 

With prompt written notice, Workrite will repair or replace, free of charge, any product,  
part or component which falls under normal use as a result of such defect. 

For comprehensive warranty terms and conditions please visit us at www.workriteergo.com

2277 Pine View Way, Suite 100
Petaluma, CA  94954-5688

Phone 800.959.9675
Fax 800.930.8989

www.workriteergo.com

Electrical product - Keep away from water & liquids.

Do not touch with wet hands.

If OLED light panel shatters, do not touch with bare hands.

Use only the included power adapter/transformer. 

Warranty

Operating the Natural OLED Desk Light couldn’t be easier…


